Spiritual Fusions

Psychic & Holistic “Pop-Up” Expo
August 29 & 30, 2020
Sign up for Sessions at the front window.
Have your selections ready!

$20 per 15 minute session
Max 2 Sessions (30 minutes) back to back.
2 Sessions (30 minutes) recommended for
Healing/Energy work for a greater experience

READERS & HEALERS
1. CHERYL GRACE: “Intuitive Healer and Reader”
As an Intuitive Healer, Cheryl opens the doors to communication to allow
truth, understanding and insight to come through by channeling practical
information and guidance to manage life challenges, or to help you move
past what is least satisfying in your life. The goal in the session is to answer
as many questions as possible. www.CherylGrace.com
2. DONNA CLIFFORD: “Angel Card Guidance Advisor”
Working with the angels, archangels, goddesses and fairies, Donna gives
you a full picture reading. Often referred to as almost a storyboard type of
information share, you will pull from up to 7 different decks to get clarity on
all areas of your life. You will leave with clear instructions about next steps
to achieve your most desired life. www.divineinhalehealing.com
3. TRISH HURLEY: “Elemental Divination”
Trish offers the ancient art of divination given to her by her West African
teacher Malidoma Some. She uses his five elements tradition along with
stones, bones, shells, crystals, and coins. Prescriptions are shared to assist
in bringing you into alignment with your soul direction. Experiencing a
divination is a beautiful, wonderfully empowering and healing
manifestation of the spirit realm. www.Patricia9Hawk.com
4. REBECCA POULTER: “Animal Communicator”
Animal communication is a wonderful option for connecting with our dear
companions to see about their feelings and opinions, situations, transitions,
and for many other reasons including just for fun! The animal does not
need to be present, simply a photo. The session is a relaxed back-and-forth
via telepathy with the communicator serving as an interpreter between
you. rpoulterAC@gmail.com
5. SUSAN STOWELL: “Intentional Astrology”
Within every individual's astrological chart is the opportunity to express the
soul's highest potential. Susan examines planetary energies and their
relationships to each other that support the creation and manifestation of
agreements made while in pure soul state, and how to accelerate them
with the assistance of Angels and Ascended Masters to experience an
empowered, successful journey through these times. ses1219@gmail.com
6. MYSTIC M: “Psychic Medium”
Mystic M taps into past loved ones, angels, and spiritual guides. She uses
cards as well as channeling to get the full picture and the answers that you
are looking for. She also does past life regressions, curse breaking, and finds
any blocks/blockages if interested. She looks forward to talking with you!
www.facebook.com/mysticmreadings
7. REV. CINDY WELCH: “Psychic Medium, Reiki Master”
Choose from Spirit Painting with Readings; JUST ASK SPIRIT Question
Session; Chart dowsing: health, money, relationships, past lives; Aura
cleansing, cutting etheric cords, chakra balancing; Removal of negative
energies/entities from mind, body, spirit, home. cindyawelch@gmail.com

8. LIV WOODFORD: “Astrologer, Tarot Reader”
Liv provides practical solutions to questions you have with an eye to your
soul purpose. With 33 years of experience, she offers insight in a clear,
concise way with compassion and humor. Liv offers astrology classes locally
and in online webinars, and is certified in AstroMythology, Shamanic, Fixed
Star, and Evolutionary Astrology. LivByDesignAstrology.com
9. CATHERINE WALTERS: “Intuitive Channel, Healing Card
Readings” Catherine uses a combination of intuitive channeling and
seashell healing card in readings to help people gain soul perspective on
their challenges and how to flow with them with ease and grace instead
of resist them. GuidedChange.com
10. KATHRYN SOLEE: “Transmissions for Your Heart”
When was the last time you asked your heart what you needed, wanted or
desired? From early childhood, Kathryn has been directly connected to
higher realms – archangels, guides and galactic beings. These messages of
hope, love and inspiration are intended to assist you in living fully through
the challenges and changes we all face moving into higher consciousness.
www.KathrynSolee.com
11. CRYSTAL PEGASUS: ”Psychic Medium, Tarot, Medical
Intuitive” Gifted English Psychic with 30 years experience. Well-travelled
over the world, taught by gifted mentors: Tibetan, Buddhist, Christian
Spirituality. Offering accurate future predictions, past life recall, help with
persistent unrecognized health issues. Shamanic ability to see entity/
attachment issues and how to remove them. Trained in naturopathy and
clinical aroma therapy. Positive advice and answers given.
trustandheal@protonmail.com
12. STEPHEN ULRICH: “Esoteric Echoes Tarot Readings”
According to Carl Jung, the phenomenon of synchronicity is loosely defined
as meaningful coincidences coming together as personal signposts,
allowing one to be more conscious of finding their true self. Tarot, with its
symbolism and archetypes allows one the opportunity to experience this
synchronicity as the cards unfold before them. What does the Universe
want you to know? dracoeleven@gmail.com
13. TOM WRIGHT: “Energy Healer”
From childhood, Tom has been able to see energy within people's bodies.
In healing work, he sees the densest energy, then works to break-up the
blockage so energy can flow to facilitate healing, using one’s own body to
heal. Source does the work; we see the results. Tom has been published
over 600 times and is the author of A Course in Shamanism. www.ACourse-In-Shamanism.com
14. LINDA BEALS: “Medical Intuitive”
Linda tunes into or scans the body and note areas of imbalance and then
opens herself to Creator energies, sending healing and balancing energies
into the client's body to restore peace, balance and harmony.
www.facebook.com/LindaBealsHealer
15. CRYSTAL MADDEN: “Healer Frequencies for Life”
(30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) As an RN, Crystal was in a sick care
system and began her journey to health care Hypnotherapy - Reiki - Heart
based therapy - Now Healy. Experience the next generation of energy
wellness. FDA cleared device with 144K frequencies - 120 programs (sleep,
mental balance, fitness, pain). A unique quantum sensor analyzes the
frequencies needed to stimulate areas in your body. crysalis3@aol.com
16. BETTYE DORN: “Access Consciousness Healing Bars
Sessions" (30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Is now the time to
unburden your mind and let go of limiting patterns? Bettye will lightly
touch specific points on your head to dissipate electromagnetic
components of thoughts, feelings, and emotions you have stored for a
lifetime, like "defragging" your computer! Release your limitations and
open your world to new possibilities! Have your BARS RUN!
Facebook.com/BettyeDornBettyeDorn

17. EWANNA: “Quantum Energy and Sound Shamanism”
(30 min recommended i.e. 2 tickets) 15 min accepted for quick energy
alignment or sound healing - Ewanna is a Galactic Shaman, Soul Healer and
Activator. Her sessions are channeled and may consist of light and sound
treatment, karmic work, soul clearing/retrieval, DNA activation, Language
of Light transmission, physical/emotional healing, or whatever work is
needed for the individual. facebook.com/healwithewanna
18. JASON HUNT: “Healer and Energy Worker”
Jason will be offering Energetic Tune-ups and Inner Ascension
Technologies, Jason Hunt is a certified teacher of Drunvalo Melchizedek's
"Awakening The Illuminated Heart" workshops, a longtime practitioner of
meditation and yoga, a Reiki Master and is a globally recognized leader in
his field. www.waterprana.net
19. LETHEA GERBERS: “Healing, Chakra Balance, Pain
Removal” (30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Lethea, aka 'Hot Hands,'
has training with Circle of the Heart, Kabbalah Tree of Life healing, Access
Consciousness and Bars Certification, Reiki Master and Teacher
certifications, several chelation systems, training in Remote Viewing and
Mediumship, and holistic healing such as with essential oils and herbs.
Tiggertwo01@gmail.com

VENDORS & ARTISANS
CRYSTAL VISIONS BOOKS & EVENT CENTER (SPONSOR ONLY)
Crystal Visions, a Sanctuary for the Spiritual Seeker, provides new/used
books, music, crystals, jewelry, classes, and events for transformation and
growth serving the WNC and Upstate community since 1989.
www.CrystalVisionsBooks.com
SPIRITUAL FUSIONS WITH ITHA TRANTHAM
Spiritual Fusions brings products to brighten your spiritual journey:
Handcrafted, Pyramid energized candles; Pyramid, Crystal Infused Clearing
and Protection Sprays perfect for home use, hotels and hospitals, "No
Assembly" Copper Meditation Pyramids. www.SpiritualFusions.com
AURA PHOTO READINGS WITH PSYCHIC ATENA
Find out what your aura looks like and receive a personal reading with
Atena about what the colors mean to you. Atena's personal interpretation
will help you understand what your aura is telling you and offer advice on
shifting problem areas if any arise. It’s like getting a reading, but you get to
keep the card. www.PsychicAtena.com
MIND SPIRIT SOUL MINERALS WITH LINDA ELLEN CONNOLLY
Mind Spirit Soul sells gems, minerals and accessories to the healing
community and educates buyers and curious souls on the unique benefits
of crystals and crystal healing therapies. Specializing in: Lemurians, Super
Seven, Auralite 23, Palo Santo, Shaman's Dawn Energy Clearing Sprays,
Shungite and Pendulums. www.etsy.com/shop/mindspiritsoulgems
DIVINITIVE ANSWERS CARDS BY CASEY SCANLON
A fun, heart centered, 3 deck card system designed to help with tough
decisions or choices. They help you find the answers you already know in
your gut but can’t seem to put your finger on because your head gets in the
way so you get the “Divinitive Answer!” www.divinitiveanswer.com
CHOCOLATE FANDANGO
We are a small artisanal chocolate company specializing in lovingly
handcrafted truffles, shaped chocolates, and treats. We'll make your taste
buds dance! www.facebook.com/ChocolateFandango/
WANDRR WARES WITH NORDIC SHAMAN JOSHUA KELLY
Providing hand dug and selected raw crystals, spell work supplies, blessed
altar and ritual items, antiques, crystallized bones and skulls, house
blessings, hand carved spirit boards, hand carved runes, and gemstone
amulets and jewelry. www.facebook.com/wandrr_wares

INDIGO STERLING: AUTHOR OF "YES, MY BROTHER WEARS A DRESS"
Indigo lives in the beautiful mountains of NC. She has two sons, Logan and
Miller and a daughter, Emma. Emma is Indigo's transgender daughter,
who, she said, has taught her so much about life, tolerance, and
unconditional love. She also advocates for animal, women and LGBTQ
rights. Visit www.indigosterling.com to learn more about Emma's Journey.
HEART ROOTS ARTS WITH DONNA PERSINGER
Donna is an intuitive encaustic/multi-medium artist with a background in
special education and therapeutic recreation. Utilizing wax as her main
medium, she incorporates a variety of techniques to create 2D and 3D art
with spiritual, nature and abstract themes. facebook.com/dspersing2218
ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED BY D
Diana Winuk creates lovely jewelry utilizing wire, natural materials and
gems/minerals with spiritual and natural themes and her popular Tree of
Life and Equine series. She also creates hand painted art posts and
commissioned pieces as well. www.facebook.com/artiscallydesignedbyd
SHUMEI AMERICA
Shumei of America is a spiritual organization fostering health, happiness,
and harmony for all and is recognized N.G.O. by the United Nations. They
have 3 major practices: Jyorei (purification of spirit); natural agriculture; and
the appreciation of art and beauty. Shumei’s inclusive approach to
spirituality works with any religion seeking universal well-being. shumei.us
CRYSTAL KING DESIGNS BY CARL COLEMAN
Carl has been working with crystals for decades. His design signature,
ASCENSION, and his work alchemically combines precious minerals with
this unique design order to harness the energy of the crystal. As a Reiki
Master his aspiration is to help to nurture, heal and align the spiritual,
physical, and mental bodies, while creating a distinctive jewelry that is at
once singular, functional, and beautiful. www.crystalkingdesigns.com
PURE RITUAL WITH NINA KAWAR
Pure Ritual consists of handcrafted meditation and metaphysical products
created to support ones spiritual practice and personal well-being. It is a
unique collection of porcelain and wood tools, sculptures and jewelry
inspired by sacred geometry, elements of nature, ancient symbols, the
seven chakras and the human body. www.pure-ritual.com
GEMSTONES BY NORA
Handcrafted gemstone jewelry made with 925 Sterling Silver. All
gemstones are hand selected for maximum quality. We give cards to
describe to powers of some of the stones. Baste in the beauty and power
of the jewelry. Customers like the services we provide and love the beauty
of the jewelry. edwardaretz@gmail.com
SINGING BOWL SOUND AND CRAFT WITH TOK TAMANG
Featuring Himalayan Handmade Singing Bowls; Hemp Bags; Fair trade
hemp and felt products; Crystal singing bowls; Crystals; Pashmina Shawls;
and More! info@bowlsound.com
THE SAPPHIRE PATH WITH SHARON HOWARD
Custom crafted saging featherwands. Large variety of custom crafted
featherwands. with a wide variety of spirit animals to choose from. Saging
products include: White sage, Palo Santo, and sweetgrass. Loose tumbled
Crystals: Rose quartz, Citrine, Hematite, Red Jasper, Snowflake obsidian,
Moss Agate and sodalite. www.thesapphirepath.com

For information on future events and
festivals, sign up for emails at
www.SpiritualFusions.com
and “Like Us” on Facebook!

